What To Bring:
You will receive a list of items to bring based on the classes you choose, but
here is a checklist for TutuSchools.Com. Keep in mind you won't need
everything for every class. And, there are items you can bring if you are
driving and those you can bring if you are flying.
§ Sewing machine
§ Overlocker/Serger
§ Cutting board
§ Rotary board
§ Rotary cutter
§ Scissors
§ Threads (quilting thread, silamide beading thread, Nylon thread, etc.)
§ Straight edge rulers, especially a clear, 2" wide C-Thru grid ruler
§ Tenth's ruler
§ Pocket calculator
§ Notebook or pad of paper
§ Disappearing ink markers, Pencils and Tailors chalk
§ Needles (sewing machine all sizes, hand sewing, tapestry)
§ Pins with round ball heads
§ Gun Tacker and tags ½, 1 and 2-inch sizes.
§ Wire cutters (for Tiara class)
§ Bolt cutters (for tutu hoop)
§ Pleating or Ruffling attachment for your sewing machine.
§ Pliers: both needle nose and regular (tiara class)
§ Hot Glue Gun for use with the skinny glue sticks (tiara class)
§ Comfortable clothes for seminar
§ Names, addresses and phone numbers of your favorite sources to add to
the source list
§ Two copies of any measurements you took

§ Masking Tape, Scotch Tape and Clear Packing Tape
§ Wax Paper (embellishment class, flower and jeweled headpieces)
§ Wax for thread
§ Fray Check
§ One bottle of fabric-tac (aka magna-tac) (Embellishment)
§ Trims, laces, appliques, etc. for embellishment (Embellishment)
§ Industrial-strength Buttoneer
§ Iron
§ Steamer
§ Ironing Board
§ Ott Light or other Lamp
§ Hot fix applicator for adding hot fix rhinestones for embellishment.
§ Pattern paper for advanced Leotard Class
§ Tracing Paper for any class if you like to trace off the original pattern.

